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Introduction

Indians, of course, have never accepted the idea that they had
to become White men. No people ever voted itself out of
existence, and so the Indians never had. There have been
individual Indians who have tried to make it in the White
world, often times paid a very high price in the way of
discrimination in seeking jobs, advancement. . . . But in spite of
these losses and alterations, I have the impression that the
simple core of Indian life persists. The family and kinship lines
still function. Values and belief systems still function. There’s
still respect for the individual; there’s still a quality of sharing;
there’s still identity with Whites. (McNickle, Northwest Indian
Education Conference, 1977, McNickle Collection)

Considering the 1936 publication date of The Surrounded,
McNickle certainly belongs to that group of early Native American novelists comprised of Mourning Dove, John Joseph Mathews, John Milton
Oskison, and others. In fact, The Surrounded was followed by thirty years
of silence in the literary field and only with the publication of N. Scott
Momaday’s House Made of Dawn in 1968 did Native American literature
gain momentum once more. Novel quickly followed novel, and innovative and powerful writing distinguished these fictions from other literatures.
The canon has grown rapidly ever since, and a number of Native American
writers have become an integral part of the American literary canon as
well. The richness of contemporary writings has unfortunately pushed the
earlier novels by Native American writers into the background and, frequently, they are read only for their historic interest.
|
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Introduction

McNickle does not fit comfortably into this early group of Native
American writers though, as his non-assimilationist plot, writing style, and
technique set The Surrounded apart from novels such as Co-ge-we-a (1927)
and Sundown (1934). A look at “The Hungry Generations,” an earlier,
handwritten manuscript version of The Surrounded in the McNickle
Papers at the Newberry Library that is presented here, shows clearly what
a triumph The Surrounded really was. “The Hungry Generations” is a
frontier romance that echoes Co-ge-we-a and, on the whole, would have
fitted very comfortably into the group of early novels if McNickle had managed to get it published before he started serious revisions in 1934. The
revisions resulted in an entirely different novel, and, while the plot generally remained the same and continues to revolve around the death of the
game warden, the characters assume an entirely different kind of life
in their respective cultural contexts that naturally lead the novel in a different direction. The Surrounded is much more complex, disturbing,
and accomplished than “The Hungry Generations” and anticipates very
clearly the novels of the Native American Renaissance that began with
Momaday’s House Made of Dawn thirty years after its publication.
While The Surrounded is McNickle’s outstanding literary achievement, “The Hungry Generations,” despite its elements of frontier romance, is a fascinating social document that provides insight into
Indian-white marriages, the life of the mixed-blood children of these marriages, and the pressures of assimilation brought to bear on them. The
novel has strong autobiographical traits and can easily serve as a mirror
of McNickle’s own growing up and coming of age on and near the
Flathead Reservation in Montana. In fact, “The Hungry Generations”
provides a unique insight into McNickle’s personal struggles as well as
those that he experienced as a writer. It may also be time to rethink his
place in Native American literature.

McNickle’s Life
McNickle’s Native heritage came to him through the family of his
mother, Philomene, who was a half-blood Cree from the Duck Lake area
in Saskatchewan, Canada. Her parents, Angelique (or Judith) La Plante
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Parenteau and Isador Parenteau, were Métis, that is, mixed-blood
descendants of Native American women and white fur traders. As a
result of the 1885 Riel Rebellion, many Métis, who had fought to secure
their lands and their distinct identity, were forced to flee across the international border into the United States and into exile.1 Isador Parenteau
seems to have been deeply involved in the political struggle, and he and
his family fled to Montana when Philomene was about three years old.
McNickle’s daughter Antoinette told me that the flight across the border was her grandmother’s earliest childhood memory. It must have been
a confusing time for Philomene; her parents would have continued their
Métis traditions, and she would have grown up in that heritage. At the
same time she would have been aware that other Native peoples around
them regarded her, her family, and other Métis as very marginal Native
people—an attitude engendered, on the one hand, by the Métis’ long tradition of intermarriage with whites and, consequently, a mixing of the
two cultural traditions and, on the other hand, by the Canadian Métis’
insistence on defining themselves as a group distinct from both Native
peoples and whites. In addition, Philomene became a student at the
Ursuline convent school on the Flathead Reservation at an early age and
struggled with Catholicism and white cultural traditions.
Philomene was born in 1882 and, when she entered school, federal policy advocated complete assimilation of Native peoples, including the Métis. The commissioner of Indian affairs summarized the intent
of the government’s educational policy in his annual report in 1887:
It is believed that if any Indian vernacular is allowed to be
taught by the missionaries in schools on Indian reservations,
it will prejudice the youthful pupil as well as his untutored
and uncivilized or semi-civilized parent against the English
language, and, to some extent at least, against Government
schools in which the English language exclusively has always
been taught. . . . It is also believed that teaching an Indian youth
in his own barbarous dialect is a positive detriment to him.
The first step to be taken toward civilization, toward
teaching the Indians the mischief and folly of continuing
in their barbarous practices, is to teach them the English
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language. . . . If we expect to infuse into the rising generation
the leaven of American citizenship, we must remove the
stumbling blocks of hereditary customs and manners, and
of these language is one of the most important elements.
(Prucha 1975, 176)
Surrounded by two different Native cultures, that is, her family’s
Métis culture and the Salish culture of the people that they had settled
among, as well as the demands of white culture in boarding school,
Philomene must have been confused as a child and teenager, struggling
to find her identity.
Considering her experiences, it is not surprising that Philomene
Parenteau married a white man, William McNickle, in 1899; at the time
she was seventeen years old and her husband was eleven years her senior. Their three children were born within the next five years: Ruth
Elizabeth in 1900, Florence Lea in 1902, and William D’Arcy in 1904.
At this point neither Philomene nor her children were legally recognized
as American Indians as they were not enrolled members of a federally
recognized tribe, and they certainly had no rights as such. However, the
year after McNickle’s birth this was to change, giving him a tribal connection different from that of his ancestors but a cultural heritage more
familiar to him than any other.
The reasons for Philomene’s decision to apply for adoption into the
Salish Kootenai Confederated Tribes (Flathead) can only be speculated
on. Her husband seems to have held a number of different jobs, but
farming was his most constant endeavor. Antoinette McNickle Vogel,
McNickle’s older daughter, once told me that William McNickle urged
the adoption because it would establish a land base for farming through
allotment. Under the General Allotment Act or Dawes Act of 1887, each
enrolled member of a tribe was to be allotted 160 acres that were to be
held in trust for twenty-five years; so-called surplus lands, that is, the
reservation lands not needed for allotment, were to be returned to public domain and opened for homesteading.2 If his wife and children were
adopted, the four allotments would provide land for farming. These economic considerations most likely led to Philomene’s application to the
Flathead Tribal Council to be adopted. In the Council Proceedings she is
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listed as a half-blood Cree; consequently, her children had one-fourth
Cree blood and were also eligible for enrollment. They legally became
members of the Flathead Tribe in 1905, the year after McNickle’s birth,
and were assigned allotments.
Adoption and the secure legal status do not seem to have solved
Philomene’s or her children’s confusion about their cultural identity.
Philomene, culturally marginalized during her growing up and taught to
regard her Native American heritage as inferior in school, strove to raise
her children “white.” After her divorce from William McNickle and her
marriage to another white man, Gus Dahlberg, she wrote a letter to the
commissioner of Indian affairs in Washington that states her intent clearly:
[T]hat Morgan had sent him [D’Arcy]—to Chemawa school
and as for the circumstances I don’t know what they are and
would like to find out there is no reason what aver for Morgan
to take that child way from me I am marrd [sic] with a good
respectable man we have a good home for him and want to
raise him as white man . . . he has [not] got eneght Indian
blood for them schools in the first place, my children are
only one 8 Indian my wishis is to raise them as white children.
(Letter from Mrs. Gus Dahlberg to the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, 1914, McNickle Collection)
Distraught at the loss of her three children who had been sent to the federal boarding school in Chemawa, Oregon, Philomene denies that the
three have the necessary blood quantum for enrollment. The passage reads
like a last desperate bid to reclaim her children, especially her son.
Enrollment, which was supposed to have provided economic stability, had
made her vulnerable in other areas. Since her children were legally Indian,
the superintendent of the Flathead Reservation had the legal power to
remove them from the care of a mother whom he regarded as immoral
and incapable of properly caring for them. The letters that Philomene
wrote to the commissioner of Indian affairs are the only ones by her that
are part of the McNickle Papers at the Newberry Library, and they reflect
the anguish of a mother caught between the need to deny her Indianness
and her rejection as white.
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The divorce of Philomene Parenteau McNickle and William
McNickle in 1913 was acrimonious as it involved custody of the three children and, through them, control over their allotments. Fred Morgan, superintendent of the Flathead Reservation, clearly felt that William McNickle
would make the best use of the children’s allotments by farming them and
also expressed doubts about Philomene’s morals as she had a hired man
living in the house (Letter from Fred. C. Morgan to Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, 22 July 1913, McNickle Collection). Very quickly after her
divorce, Philomene married this hired man, Augustus Dahlberg, another
white man. The marriage did not give her respectability in Morgan’s eyes
though, and he advocated against returning the children to her care.
McNickle did not see the papers pertaining to his parents’ divorce
until 1974 at the age of seventy, and, in a letter thanking Robert Bigart
for the materials, he comments on the event:
I was too young to know what was going on between my
parents, although I was aware of a great deal of mud slinging
both ways. It is interesting to discover, what might be expected,
that the pillars of respectability—the church, the agency
personnel—sided with the male white man and ascribed all
the bad things to the mixed-blood woman. It was a hell of a
society to grow up in. (15 October 1974, McNickle Collection)
There is no evidence among McNickle’s papers that he had a relationship of any kind with his father after his parents’ divorce. The fact that
he would not even use his father’s last name in everyday life until 1934
indicates that he was deeply affected by both the divorce and the custody battle, even though, as he points out in the above quotation, he was
too young to really understand the issues. At the urging of his mother
he used his stepfather’s name and was known as D’Arcy Dahlberg, and
even his first passport, still extant among his papers, identifies him as
“William D’Arcy McNickle, aka D’Arcy Dahlberg.” He was also identified as D’Arcy Dahlberg when he published some short poems in a student publication at the University of Montana.
However, it was not only the divorce that caused confusion for
McNickle. Legally, he was a member of the Salish Kootenai Confederated
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Tribes, and even though he grew up on the Flathead Reservation or close
to it, he was prevented from full participation in the Salish culture by his
mixed-bloodedness, but, unlike his mother, he had no other Native cultural tradition to draw on. Even at age seventy McNickle harbored bitter
feelings about the cultural exclusion he suffered while growing up.
My recollection of that point in my life is that we knew so
little and tried to ignore what we did know, since it was
not a source of pride. As “breeds” we could not turn for
reassurance to an Indian tradition, and certainly not to the
white community. (Letter to Karen C. Fenton, 15 October
1974, McNickle Collection)
McNickle’s dilemma was not a unique one, though. In 1914 the
secretary of the interior sent out a questionnaire to prominent members
of various tribes to determine how the “Indian problem” could be
solved. The Flathead Courier picked up on the story and quoted some
of the responses of a Flathead and his signature: “[T]he effort of a truereared Indian, trying hard to think as a white man, the failure of which
will prove the impossibility of anyone to be both at the same time” (vol.
5, no. 6). McNickle, however, did not even have a choice. Without a
Native cultural tradition to draw on and influenced by his mother, he
must have seen assimilation into white culture as the only way open to
him, a decision that would certainly have been reinforced during the four
years that he was a student at Chemawa Indian School in Oregon.
His sisters, caught in the same dilemma, reacted in similar ways.
Parker points out in Singing an Indian Song that “D’Arcy’s sister Florence
never told her own children that Chemawa was an Indian boarding
school. All they knew was that the boarding school their mother had
attended was a very good school and she had enjoyed it” (1992, 19). It
is not surprising that Florence enjoyed boarding school; some students
did as we know from autobiographical accounts and life histories.
Chemawa probably provided the stability that her parents’ rocky marriage and their messy divorce could not. However, McNickle’s sister also
denied that the family was “Indian” enough for enrollment, which indicates that boarding school had done its job well and had stripped her
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D’Arcy McNickle at the Newberry Library.
Courtesy of the Newberry Library.

completely of her Native cultural heritage. All in all, there seems to have
been little contact between McNickle and his sisters after their time in
Chemawa and, apart from mentioning them once or twice in the early
New York journals, McNickle did not refer to them at all. It could easily be that McNickle’s own growing awareness of his Flathead cultural
ties resulted in severed contact with them.
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McNickle’s formal education was marked by the same kind of setbacks that plagued him in everyday life. He attended Chemawa from
1913 to 1917 and was then permitted to return to his mother and her
husband to attend public schools. After his graduation from high school
in Missoula, he enrolled at the University of Montana, possibly as the
first Native American student, in 1921 (figure 1). He completed 134 of
the 154 credits required for graduation; he thought that it would have
taken him another two semesters to graduate. Fifty-two of his credits
were in English and thirty-one were in Greek and Latin. Even though he
took nine credits of history, its formal pursuit was not yet one of his priorities, but in 1934 he wrote in his employment application to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs: “In history I have made greatest progress since
leaving the University. I had a course in American history at Columbia
but in addition I have read rather widely in that field under my own guidance” (Exhibit B, Application to BIA, 1934, McNickle Collection). His
interest in history was ever present during the remainder of his life, and
he contributed three well-received volumes of Native American history
to the field—They Came Here First (1949), Indians and Other Americans (1959) with Harold Fey, and The Indian Tribes of the United States:
Ethnic and Cultural Survival (1962)—as well as countless articles.
McNickle was unusual in that he could write history and fiction with
equal facility. In his application to the Bureau of Indian Affairs he
explained his early choice of fiction as his medium of expression:
I am writing of the West, not of Indians primarily, and certainly
not of the romantic West which best-selling authors have exploited to the detriment of a rational understanding of the meaning of the West, the Frontier in American life. I have chosen the
medium of fiction, first of all because I understand the storytelling art, and in the second place I know by rationalization that
fiction reaches a wider audience than any other form of writing;
and if it is good fiction it should tell a man as much about himself
as a text combining something of philosophy and psychology, a
little physiology, and some history and should send him off with
the will to make use of his best quality, which is his understanding. (Exhibit C, Application to BIA, 1934, McNickle Collection)
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Fiction to McNickle, then, was more than a story, skillfully told and
expertly crafted, to be enjoyed by the reader. Fiction was to educate the
reader in a number of areas, to make him or her aware of complex situations in the everyday life of real people. He set his sights high. He must
have found the strict disciplinary approach of history restricting at times
when dealing with the past records of peoples that were based on oral traditions. It is not surprising then that he maintained his interest in fiction
throughout his life and that his journals continue to mention work on one
or the other short fiction piece or the revision of a second novel that he
had begun to write before The Surrounded was published in 1936. In 1954
he published another kind of fiction; his juvenile novel Runner in the Sun
was set in prehistoric times and revolves around the importance of maize.
Finally, his second novel, Wind from an Enemy Sky, was accepted for publication several years before McNickle’s death in 1977 but was published
posthumously in 1978. After a long, full life that had brought him an
incredible range of experiences, McNickle reaffirmed his youthful theory
that fiction provided the best possible framework, the greatest flexibility,
to write about the Native American experience.
McNickle’s education at the University of Montana ended in 1925
when he was suspended for a semester for spending more time reading
in the library and writing poetry than working in the classroom. He
decided to finish his education abroad, sold his allotment on the Flathead
Reservation, and left for England to attend Oxford University. After a
semester he realized, however, that it would take him at least two years
to finish a degree, which exceeded his financial resources, and he left to
spend another six months in France before returning to the United States
in 1926. His time at Oxford was not wasted, though, as it taught him
an awareness of the English language and fine craftsmanship, two elements that distinguish his fiction. Certainly, “The Hungry Generations”
that he was already working on at that time shows indications of the
same facility with language, the ability to make each word count, that
The Surrounded does. Oxford did start him on the path that made him
a superior craftsman, and he continued to hone his writing skills
throughout a long life. McNickle spent May to September 1931 at the
University of Grenoble in France and took courses at Columbia University in 1933 as well as the New School for Social Research in New York
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City, but he was not to complete the academic requirements for an undergraduate degree. Not surprisingly though, the University of Colorado
acknowledged his scholarly attainments and the respect that he commanded in the national scholarly community and conferred an honorary
doctorate on him in 1966.
His formal education gave McNickle the tools that he used so successfully throughout his life, but it also continued to encourage his complete assimilation. The literature he studied in school and at the various
institutions of higher learning that he attended would have been that of
the British and American canons, and the history books would have been
written from the Euro-American point of view. The Native part of his
heritage would have been completely denied in the educational process.
As his journal entry of 23 August 1932 shows, McNickle had internalized the need for individualism and capitalism, two main values of the
mainstream Euro-American culture: “Through long repetition, I had
been led to assume that only the practical, the engineer-trained, the
extrovert, the ‘smart,’ the super-salesman had any chance or any right
to survive” (McNickle Collection). McNickle left Montana in 1925, but
it would take another nine years for him to rethink the Euro-American
cultural values he had striven to accept as his own and to accept his
mixed-bloodedness as well as the Cree element of his heritage.
On his return from England and France in 1926, McNickle settled
in New York City, convinced that he had to write and that, ultimately,
he would be successful and publish his fiction. Meanwhile, he was
employed as an editor and writer in the publishing field. In 1928 he even
worked in Philadelphia on the trade journals for seven months. He continued to write fiction from 1926 to 1936 and, even though he was accumulating rejection slips, he never lost hope. He knew that what he had
to say was worth saying and went from publisher to publisher, trying to
sell “The Hungry Generations.” In 1926 he also married his first wife,
Joran, who had been a fellow student at the University of Montana during his time there.3 She had accompanied him to Europe. Their economic
situation was stable, even comfortable, and McNickle enjoyed life in
New York City: the libraries, music, theater, sports, and so forth. He
considered himself part of that urban culture, and others then and later
also saw him as a cosmopolitan.

